Shall we dance?

Illness prevention through creative movement
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“Choosing Madonna over meds”

Agenda

★ Objectives

★ Rapid review of the current evidence for dance as a health promoting activity that can be recommended to all patients.

★ Immersion into the interactive experience of a very simple dance class format:
  ○ Warm-up, choreography, cool down.

★ Discussion

★ Evaluation
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Objectives

★ Examine the current evidence for dance as a health promotion activity accessible to all ages and abilities.
★ Examine how dance is both **physically, cognitively and emotionally stimulating**.
★ Demonstrate how **dance enhances coordination, concentration, rhythm, body awareness, spatial awareness**.
★ Increase command of the body and increased comfort to engage in dance as a daily health promoting activity.
★ Observe how dance fosters social connection, cooperation and community.
★ Identify other creative expression activities that can be integrated regularly to enhance both physician wellness and patient well-being.
★ Identify barriers to regular participate in creative activities and exercise
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The Evidence:
Some Tid-bits

★★ How strong is the evidence?
★ Grade B or lower, weak-moderate mostly due to small sample sizes and design

★★ What does dancing do?
★ Increases physical fitness
  ○ Includes strength, endurance, mobility, flexibility, balance, coordination
★ Improves mood
  ○ Reduces anxiety, overall distress, perception of fatigue
★ Prevents dementia
★ Increases social bonding and connection
★ Improves self-esteem, confidence

★★ Is there any negative evidence? NO!
Discussion

★ Dance has numerous health and social benefits

★ The evidence for dance as a positive activity is growing.

★ Dance is accessible to all, anytime, anywhere.

★ What are your barriers to participating in dance?

★ Comments? Questions?
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Just DANCE!
Thank you!

Feedback: dr.kim@alumni.utoronto.ca
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Please fill out your session evaluation now!

Complete a session evaluation one of two ways:

- FMF app
- Fmf.cfpc.ca

Session #: T355
Session Name: Shall We dance?

YOUR FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT TO US!
The CFPC Humanities Committee is supporting a Health Humanities Community.

We’d welcome YOU!

If you are interested in being added to the listserv, please contact tczyzewski@cfpc.ca

Enjoy the rest of the conference!

#myFMF    #monFMF    #CFPCHumanities